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Abstract
Sound and its creation are an inherently physical process,
yet in the age of digital audio the physical part
disappeared. Instead of working with the medium itself as,
e.g., with vinyl records, the media player introduced a new
level of abstraction. This new abstraction layer, however,
rarely made use of our manual skills and instead forced us
to work with simple binary buttons. The NIME
community has created various interfaces that allow to
use our manual skill to a higher extent, but only few of
these developments made it to a broad market. With the
separation of media player and controller, the DJ world
has seen a slow transition from the traditional interfaces,
mostly inspired by DJ CD players, towards hardware that
supports a more creative approach and integrates features
known from electronic music performance interfaces. The
possible extensions on the software side are numerous, but
they only work if complemented by an adapted physical
interface. We present a design space to classify the
existing approaches in physical interaction with audio and
to discover potential opportunities for extensions.
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Let’s get physical
In contrast to a guitarist’s performance which highly
depends on her manual skill, an electronic musician or a
DJ has to work mostly with buttons and knobs. While
this does not need to affect expressivity, our hands provide
more capabilities, much of which remain unused. The rise
Figure 1: DiskPlay visualizes
additional information directly on
the timecode record of a digital
vinyl system, integrating visual
output and tangible controller in
on device.
of powerful laptop computers as general purpose media
players and replacement for an entire rack of synthesizers
also means that the hardware interface is reduced to
mouse and keyboard at first. While the NIME community
has presented numerous creative hardware interfaces that
leverage the physical interaction to a new level, ranging
from interaction with tangibles using the reacTable [6] to
Imogen Heap’s interactive gloves [7]. Tim Exile’s
FlowMachine shows that physical controls are key to a
powerful software. The DJ community however, is
extremely conservative regarding new hardware, which is
partly due to the fact that nightclubs mostly provide the
same equipment for overall consistency. However,
phenomena like the so called Serato Face [1] show that
there is potential for improvement in the user interface. In
digital vinyl systems (DVS), the separation of visualization
and control results in a constant switch of interaction
focus.
With DiskPlay [2, 3], we visualized information like track
start and end, cue points, and waveform directly on the
timecode record, creating a fully integrated interface that
allows the DJ to build on her manual skill. With the
integration of larger screens, the DJ controller becomes a
highly adapted hardware interface for a powerful software
and the laptop can slowly fade into the background.
However, manual skill is not the only way of physical
interaction with audio. Our second example is Corona, a
Mobile Audio Augmented Reality System (MAARS) [4, 5],
where physical displacement and change in orientation is
used as input for the digital audio processing. While the
intended use case is not primarily musical, the interaction
can be used for a spatial audio performance, e.g., playing
samples at specific locations in space and thereby
overcoming the predominant stereo recording.
Design space
We propose a design space for the physical interaction
with digital audio building on the following three
modalities: visual, auditive, and haptics/embodiment. We
do not use the word tangible here, as physical interaction
should also integrate body posture or movement. The
goal is to broaden the focus from instruments towards
interaction with audio and to support a structured
exploration of the space of physical interaction with it.
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Figure 2: The design space helps discover a potential
augmentation of an existing system. The blue triangle is the
original system, the green one is the augmented version.
The details of this design space are omitted due to space
restrictions, but the general idea is that a system is
classified along all three axes, and thus covers a certain
area in the design space. A larger coverage does not mean
‘good’ or ‘bad’, it just shows a potential extension of a
certain system.
Expecting to see a number of interesting physical
interfaces at the workshop, we would like to use the
opportunity of the venue to see whether and if so, where
the design space needs refinement. The goal is to provide
a theoretical framework for the systematic exploration of
the space of physical interfaces.
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